REC Project Minutes 2020.02.06

Attendees

- Paul Carver
- Alex Antone
- Tapio Tallgren
- Cristina Pauna
- Tina Tsou

Agenda

- ARM build available https://nexus.akraino.org/content/repositories/images-snapshots/TA/release-1/images/109/
- Ampere installation instructions updated
- Discussion of Nexus directory naming
- No status update on Workload Generator (WLG) I'll try to get a URL by next week

Minutes

- Alex Antone heard from David Hui (from Ampere) that there may have been a problem with the hw-detector correctly identifying the server.
- We're trying to add Ampere pod 1 at UNH to CI. Cristina Pauna opened a ticket with LF and is waiting to receive a token.
- Tapio Tallgren said there was a discussion in yesterday's Validation team meeting about possibly using the REC. Deepak Kataria may be able to provide more details.
- Cristina Pauna had some questions about the UI for the RIC. We didn't have any answers, but I suggested talking to the RIC team on their mailing list or meetings.